Tilt the security scale in your favor: call in the pros at JW Secure

Few IT shops can afford to match the resources of online attackers who may be supported by organized crime or even governments. Your best defense is an Enterprise Security Assessment by JW Secure. No matter where you are in the solution lifecycle, systematic security assessment will improve the security, design and usability of any system.

The JW Secure methodology

There’s no single, perfect approach: data security threats are continuously evolving. Our methodology will give you an actionable set of threat mitigations specific to your IT solution:

- **Always start with a Data Flow Diagram.** This pictorial representation of data at rest and in transit allows us to think like the attacker and identify vulnerabilities among many system components and the links between them.

- **Use the STRIDE method** to analyze each element in the Data Flow Diagram. STRIDE stands for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation of privilege. By systematically cataloging component threats by type, we provide a clear list of weaknesses for review by project stakeholders and prioritize each of them based on the cost of an exploit.

- **Develop mitigations** for each vulnerability using the proprietary JW Secure **Four Pillars of Endpoint Security.**

- **Modify the design or deployment** of the solution in collaboration with JW Secure experts so it will be well protected and ready to fend off the bad guys.

Our Enterprise Security Assessment helps when you have compliance restrictions based on privacy concerns or regulations. And it arms you with evidence, compliance artifacts and an actionable plan to better protect the business.
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